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It is with the greatest sadness that we advise you of the death of 

our Patron, Peter Gibson on 14th November. A life-long 

resident of York, he lived in the same Georgian mews cottage 

in Precentors’ Court within sight of the Minster, where he 

spent his entire working life. Peter joined the Kempe Society in 

1987 and became a Trustee of the Kempe Trust in 1991and its 

Patron in 2012. His services to stained glass have been 

recognised globally; in 1984 he received his MBE from the 

Queen and in 1995 his OBE. and in 2010 he was created a 

Freeman of the City of York.   



Adrian Barlow recalls that Peter Gibson was a modest man. He 

was an exemplary lecturer, his illustrated talks during Kempe 

Society weekends eye-opening in the best sense: he loved 

teaching people how to read stained glass. As the Society’s 

Patron, he was always supportive and encouraging. Long-

standing Kempe Trust supporters who visited York this summer 

recalled the climax of a 1987 tour of the Minster glass led by 

Peter Gibson himself. Keeping the Zouche Chapel until last, he 

led us down the steps and over to the altar. Behind it, a little 

window of 14th century glass – easy enough to miss – showed 

Cardinal Kempe, and in the quarries surrounding the image 

were wheatsheaves. See,’ said Peter, smiling rather 

mischievously, ‘I put that there myself, specially for the Kempe 

Society.” 

Peter became a dear Collins family friend. Our daughters Helen 

and Hannah having known him since they were very young 

girls, and in adult life taking their husbands to York to meet 

him. Peter delighted in giving puzzles for his visitors to solve – 

on our first visit ours was to sort pieces of stained glass by date 

in his minster workshop. 
 

You would be forgiven for thinking that a man who restored 

and saved the magnificent South Transept Rose Window in the 

Minster following the 1984 fire and who worked on virtually 

every other window there as Superintendent of the York 

Glaziers Trust would have every right to “blow his own 

trumpet”; yet a more modest and self-effacing person would be 

hard to find. Peter was a thorough gentleman, a gentle man and 

a committed Christian. It was a privilege to know him and to 

have been counted among his friends. May he rest in peace. 

 



Chairman’s Report                                                 Elizabeth Simon 

 

Welcome to this third Annual Report of the Kempe Trust, and 

my first as Chair.  
 

There are two outstanding pieces of good news in this Report. 

The first, presented by Philip Collins, is the news that we have 

been given a legacy of some quarter of a million pounds by one 

of our late Supporters, Frances Graves. As former Members of 

the Kempe Society and now Trust Supporters will recognise, 

this gift is a tribute not only to the success of Philip and Janette 

with Adrian, John and colleagues in developing the Society 

into an effective body for supporting Kempe’s art and legacy, 

but also to the way Philip has, over the years, with his 

encouragement and friendliness, made us all feel part of a 

valued family.  
 

The second piece of good news is described by Adrian Barlow 

and is the work well in hand by him of two (!) books on C E 

Kempe, his life, art and legacy. These will be a major 

contribution to our aim of increasing knowledge and 

appreciation of Kempe’s work and I am very pleased that the 

Trust is supporting him to include illustrations of the highest 

quality. We have had our frustrations, too, notably in 

connection with All Saints, Lindfield and their Kempe bells, on 

which I have given a brief report. We had a splendid 

Supporters day in York in September, described by Philip in 

this Report. Two mini lectures on stained glass in the Minster 

and two excellent talks in The Belfry from Adrian - what more 

could a Trust Supporter want? – well, perhaps fine company 

and refreshments as well. All these were organized for us by 

Pamela Martin and we are all hugely grateful to you, Pamela. 

On behalf of all the Trustees, I thank you most warmly for your 

support and commend this report to you.     



Frances Graves- an unbelievable bequest                  Philip Collins               

 
Just after returning from the 

Gloucester Supporters Day in 

September 2015, I received a letter 

from a Norfolk firm of solicitors 

advising the Kempe Trust that they 

were the major beneficiary of the 

estate of the late Frances Graves. Just 

over a year later probate has now been 

settled and the legacy has been paid to 

the Trust. The final figure is 

£261,041.73 
 

It is only fitting that I should include 

this tribute to Frances here and to 

record the Kempe Trust’s sincere 

gratitude that she should have held 

both the Kempe Society and the 

Kempe Trust in such high regard, that fact demonstrated by her 

unbelievably generous bequest. In making it she has ensured 

the effectiveness of the Trust’s work for many years to come. 
 
 

Frances joined the Kempe Society in 1987 with her friend 

Wendy Clements, Alfred Tombleson’s daughter. Many of our 

ex Society members and now Supporters will remember her 

when she attended ten of our residential weekends including 

the first at Chichester. In 2010 she organized a most enjoyable 

‘day out”, in conjunction with Norfolk Women’s Institute, 

visiting Sandringham Church. 
 

She kept in touch with me through letters and the occasional 

phone call almost up to her death last year and her interest in 

the work of the Trust was and always will be greatly 

appreciated.  
 



Treasurer’s Report                                                           John Shaw 

 
The Kempe Trust financial capital position continues to grow, and 

we are glad that we have once again found deserving Kempe 

works that need our assistance and that we have been able to 

make useful grants. The list of grants made is listed elsewhere in 

this annual report, but to mention that two grants fell in 2015 

accounts – Leckhampton church and the Spring Banks Arts 

Centre, New Mills, Derbyshire  

As mentioned previously we have received a fantastic legacy 

which will increase our funds beyond all expectation. Because of 

this the Trustees will be re-evaluating the grant making financial 

limit. This was set at £1,000 per annum so that our capital would 

not be reduced. We could now increase this significantly so that 

the Trust can really make a difference to the preservation of 

Kempe work. We are also working hard to find the best places to 

deposit this legacy to maximise income but to keep it with the 

bank guarantee limits. We held a very interesting meeting in 

Gloucester in 2015 and this is now accounted for by the Trust. We 

made a surplus of £69 which helped to reduce the effect of 

decreasing interest rates. The trustees produced and printed a new 

leaflet for distribution. The total capital of the Trust at the end of 

2015 stood at £45,324. This is made up of cash at bank and on 

deposit plus our only asset which is the wonderful archive that we 

purchased. This is currently being used by Adrian Barlow to assist 

him in the writing of his books. After he has finished with it the 

trustees will decide its future. 

The Trustees would like to thank all those who made donations 

either as one-off gifts or as standing orders to the Trust. This 

totalled £1,260 in 2015 on which we were able to claim £186 in 

gift aid.  

We keep the expenses of the Trust to the minimum, and there are 

no charges by trustees for expenses other than direct expenses 

including event insurance and distribution of this report. Thank 

you for your continuing interest and support.  



 



Grant disbursements  

In the last decade the Kempe Trust has made nine grants totalling 

over £14,500. The most recent grant (2016) was made to St Mary’s 

Priory Church, Monmouth for repairs to a mullion of the Four Rivers 

window (1883) illustrated below. This will stabilise the stonework 

supporting a portion of this important Kempe window which 

otherwise would be in danger of falling out. 
 

A second grant 

was approved by 

the Trustees 

funding the 

photographic costs 

of two books on 

Kempe .by Adrian 

Barlow. These are 

Kempe: essays on 

the life, art and 

legacy of Charles 

Eamer Kempe, an 

academic study 

and Espying 

Heaven – the art of 

Charles Eamer 

Kempe, a larger-

format, full colour 

book with up to 

100 pages of 

illustrations and approx. 25,000 words of accompanying text.  Both 

are due to be published in 2018 by the Lutterwoth Press. This grant is 

made in accordance with the Kempe Trust’s secondary purpose 

which is the increase of knowledge and appreciation of the work of 

Charles Eamer Kempe and C E Kempe & Co. 



Writing about Kempe                                                Adrian Barlow 
 

Adrian Barlow reports on the pleasures and pitfalls of preparing 
two books on Kempe for publication. 
 

I am writing two books about Kempe, which are due to be published 

by the Lutterworth Press in 2018. My deadline for delivering the 

mss. for each book is October next year, which suddenly doesn’t 

seem so far away! 
 

Why two books? The first will be called simply KEMPE, and 

subtitled the life, art and legacy of Charles Eamer Kempe; as it 

stands at the moment, this book will be in three parts. The first will 

offer a broadly chronological account of Kempe’s life, focusing 

successively on his childhood and education, his early career and the 

establishment of his Studio; the development of the Kempe 

enterprise, and on up to what I consider the height of his success and 

reputation in 1895 which I call his annus mirabilis. Then, after 

discussing the last 12 years of his life, during which he increasingly 

left the running of the Studio to his trusted inner circle of friends and 

colleagues, and spent more and more time at his Lindfield home, Old 

Place, I shall discuss his death and its aftermath, including his 

carefully planned transition of the business from the Kempe Studio 

to C.E. Kempe & Co. Here I shall look in detail at the role of Walter 

Tower as the new Chairman of the company, and consider the 

different ways in which Kempe’s immediate legacy was sustained 

during and after the First World War, in no small part by royal 

commissions at Sandringham, and up to the closure of the firm in 

1934. 
 

The second part of the book will deal more discursively with topics 

such as Kempe’s work in cathedrals, Kempe at Oxford and 

Cambridge, Kempe and the Aesthetic movement, Friends and 

Family, Old Place and Wightwick Manor; Kempe as a gardener; 

Kempe glass abroad; Kempe’s fabrics and furnishings (the non-

stained glass work of the Studio) and – essential – the evolution of 

the Kempe style. This last I shall discuss with detailed reference to a  

 

 



small number of windows representative of the Studio’s work at 

different periods of its existence. 

 

The third part of the book will consist of an extended essay that 

traces the ups and downs of Kempe’s reputation from the time of his 

death up to the present day, with a particular emphasis on the 

influence of critics such as Nikolaus Pevsner and John Betjeman.  

This will be followed by a gazetteer listing all the locations referred 

to in the body of the book, and then by the notes on each chapter and, 

of course, a full Index (which can only be compiled after the book 

has reached page-proof stage).  
 

I hope it is clear from this outline that Kempe will be an ‘academic’ 

book, though I am anxious that it should be at the same time a book 

that can be read easily and with enjoyment by anyone with an 

interest in Kempe, the Kempe Studio, stained glass and the 

decorative arts generally. It will be illustrated with black-and-white 

images (many from the Kempe archives) and a dozen pages in full 

colour. The reason for this limited number is that the second book 

will be a large format full-colour guide to Kempe glass and 

furnishings, the text of which will essentially be a commentary on 

the images chosen. I am anxious that this book, entitled Espying 

Heaven: the art of Charles Eamer Kempe, will be seen as a 

companion to the first book while at the same time designed to 

appeal to perhaps a less specialized readership.  It will be the kind of 

book that can be prominently displayed in outlets such as Cathedral 

gift shops, and therefore should have two distinguishing features. 

First, the illustrations must be of the highest quality possible; look at 

any recent book on stained glass or the decorative arts and you’ll see 

how impressive the quality of colour illustration is these days 

compared with even a few years ago. Second, it needs to illustrate 

the diversity of Kempe’s work – both practically (all the different 

areas of art and design to which he contributed) and geographically. 

This book must reflect the impact of Kempe not just around Great 

Britain but also (as far as possible) around the world. 
 

I hope it will be clear from this that both books are demanding a 

good deal of research, and no small outlay in terms of photography, 

travel and – an element of cost I had not expected to be so significant 



– the fees charged by some owners of Kempe glass for permission 

both to photograph windows and furnishings in the first place and 

then to reproduce the photographs of them in books. It is for this 

reason that I am extremely grateful to the Kempe Trust for awarding 

me a grant towards offsetting the costs incurred. For my part, I have 

arranged with the publisher, Lutterworth Press, that all royalties from 

the sale of Espying Heaven will go directly to the Kempe Trust. 
 

I must say that working on these books is by turns exhilarating and 

frustrating. It is thirty years since I first ventured to lecture on 

Kempe, and I am amazed how much there still is to see and to 

discover. Only this summer, I have unexpectedly visited a church 

that has some of the finest early Kempe glass and some of the best of 

the Studio’s mature work, side by side, as well as a fine reredos and 

some surviving altar hangings, not to mention a very good window 

by one of Kempe’s later designers, J.C. Bewsey, showing how 

Kempe’s style continued to evolve at the hands of his successors. (I 

shall of course be discussing the role of artists such as Bewsey and, 

most importantly, Herbert Bryans when I discuss Kempe’s legacy.) 

This church is Holy Trinity, Stirling, and I hope I shall be able to 

convey in my writing something of the excitement I felt as I gazed 

for the first time at the windows. 
 

There are frustrations too, however. These are particularly to do with 

times when I have to speculate on what Kempe did, whom he met, 

and where he went at certain times. For parts of this life there is a 

great deal of primary evidence, but for other parts very little. This is 

of course a problem all biographers face. I shall be quoting as much 

as possible from Kempe’s own letters and from the diaries and letters 

of his friends to give a first-hand sense of the man. His letters to 

members of his family (preserved in the Kempe archives) are a rich 

source, but in later years it is rare to come across letters that are not 

simply brief professional communications. The greatest frustration of 

all of course is to know that Kempe used to keep a diary, and that it 

existed until at least 1910, but that it is now missing, presumed 

destroyed. 
 

Anyone writing today about Kempe is indebted to Margaret Stavridi, 

who not only created a valuable Kempe archive, which she was able 



ultimately to present to the V&A, but whose own painstaking 

researches led directly to Master of Glass. It is now almost thirty 

years since her still-indispensible book appeared, and in that time 

further research has added a great deal to the picture of Kempe that 

Mrs Stavridi painted. It has also called into question a number of her 

judgments and conclusions. A writer today has to address these 

problems and to correct specific errors. I shall endeavour to do so in 

my book, but only by means of footnotes: I have no wish to try to 

score points at her expense. Her book had a specific aim: to rescue 

her father’s reputation from obscurity, by asserting his central 

contribution to the success of the Kempe Studio and, subsequently, 

of C.E. Kempe & Co.; it can be said that, as a work of filial piety, 

Master of Glass has been a lasting tribute to John Lisle, and it is all 

the more valuable for that. But in righting what she saw as a wrong, 

Margaret Stavridi placed the blame squarely on the shoulders of 

Walter Tower. I am as convinced as she was of the importance of 

John Lisle to the Kempe story and to the evolution of the late Kempe 

style, but I shall wish to approach Tower– his role in the later story 

of Kempe and the Kempe legacy – from a rather different 

perspective. Kempe, I shall argue, groomed Tower to be his 

successor and fully intended that he should take over as Chairman of 

the new firm. Then there are more teasing problems. I have come to 

realize, for instance, that strictly speaking the Kempe Studio never 

existed. There was never a business called ‘the Kempe Studio’, even 

though all previous writers about Kempe or about 19th century 

stained glass refer blithely to the Kempe Studio or (even more 

problematic) Studios. You will have noticed, however, that I too 

have spoken above of the Kempe Studio; I have taken the decision to 

do this to ensure that ‘Kempe’ is understood to include the artists and 

craftsmen with whom C.E. Kempe surrounded himself, and without 

whom he could have done almost nothing. Kempe, as we know, was 

never a one-man band. Then there is the question of when the elusive 

Studio first began. Dates proposed by other writers range between 

1865 (too early, though this is the date Margaret Stavridi gives in 

Master of Glass) and 1869 (too late). I have chosen 1868, because 

this was the year in which Kempe first gathered around him a small 

group of artists including Alfred Tombleson and Fred Leach of 

Cambridge, and sent them around the country to study and draw 



English stained glass of the 14th and 15th centuries; it was the year, 

too, in which he established his own glassworks in London with the 

help of Leach, so that he no longer had to rely on other firms to 

produce his windows for him.  Finally 1868 was the year in which – 

together with Tombleson and Leach – he began working on the 

decoration and clerestory windows of Bodley’s fine church St. John, 

Tue Brook, in Liverpool. Here he was no longer working under 

Bodley but with Bodley; not applying Bodley’s designs but creating 

his own, with his own team of trusted artists. This is why I consider 

1868 to be the right date for the establishing of the Studio, loosely 

understood as the group of specialist artists and craftsmen whom 

Kempe trained to develop the style at which he was aiming; it is also 

why I am hoping against hope that both my books will be ready to 

celebrate its 150th anniversary, and to recognize the achievements of 

a man who has been part of my life for a very long time indeed! 
 

Lindfield Bells                               Elizabeth Simon and Nick Rowe 

The proposal of All Saints, Lindfield, to melt down and recast the three 

bells given by Kempe to celebrate Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee We 

have had no response to our request for a meeting and we have been 

repeatedly refused a sight of the Diocesan Bell Advisor’s Report, on the 

grounds that it is private to the Diocesan Advisory Council. We will 

continue to press our opposition by all means open to us. We have received 

sympathetic responses from the Society for the Protection of Ancient 

Buildings, the Victorian Society and Historic England and I profoundly 

hope that in 2017 we will hear that this thoroughly ignorant and destructive 

proposal is withdrawn by the parish or refused by the DAC or Chancellor. 

 

The situation with Lindfield and the melting down of the Kempe bells is 

frustratingly silent.   

There are still leaflets in the church about fundraising for the bell project, 

and they say the congregation has agreed to underwrite £50,000 of the 

£200,000 cost.  The cut-off date of Christmas 2014 for donations has been 

extended. With no response from the parish, we have again been in touch 

with the DAC.  The assistant DAC Secretary has confirmed that no 

application has been received, and that he has placed our information in the 

church’s case file. 



The Supporters Day in York                                      Philip Collins 

 

Saturday 17th September was bright and sunny though with a chilly 

breeze swirling around the West door of York Minster. Inside it was 

pleasantly warm and gradually the Kempe Trust supporters arrived 

and renewed friendships as we awaited the Minster stained glass tour 

guide. There were thirty of us in total, very slightly down on last 

year’s turnout, but enough to ensure that the day ahead would be just 

reward for all the work that one of our Supporters, Pamela Martin, 

had done in organizing our visit to the Minster and being 

accommodated and fed at The Belfry a stone’s throw away in 

Stonegate. 
 

Our guide arrived and prefaced her tour by explaining how the 

Minster had examples of stained glass from the 12th century onwards. 

We began in the North Aisle where one window, given by a bell 

founder advertised that fact with numerous little bell motifs. On to 

the incredible Five Sisters window a tour de force of grisaille, the 

Chapter House, Kempe’s glass in the North Transept and the great 

East Window. We were privileged to enter a South Aisle chapel 

normally reserved for private prayer to see the window containing an 

image of Cardinal Kemp, before arriving at the South Transept. Here 

Adrian took over and demonstrated, by studying the adjacent 15th 

century glass, how Kempe had assimilated it in his own glass which 

was alongside. 
 

A short walk took us down Stonegate to The Belfry, the venue for 

the rest of our day. After a welcome coffee, Adrian delivered the first 

of his talks on Kempe in Yorkshire as interesting and informative as 

ever. Pamela had organized a magnificent buffet lunch, the tables 

groaning with savories, cakes and fruit (even pomegranates, which 

surely would have gained CEK’s approval!). Then followed the 

Supporters AGM which updated those present with a resumé of the 

Trust’s activities over the past year. The day closed with Adrian’s 

second lecture called Kempe and his friends which drew on research, 

some of which Adrian will be including in his forthcoming book on 

Kempe. The final word of thanks must go again to Pamela for all her 

work in making this successful day possible. 

 



Sad and happy news 
 

Since the last Report we are sad to report the death of our Patron 

Peter Gibson OBE (see separate page). We also regret to report that 

David Jewell, one of our longest standing members and supporters, 

has died. He will be sadly missed by all of us who knew him.  On a 

happier note we send congratulations to our fellow Trustee Tom 

Kemp-Evans on the occasion of his marriage to Supporter Kirsty 

Saul. 
  

Items available for purchase 
● The Kempe Mark by Philip Collins. Off-print of article about the 

Kempe logos in BSMPG Journal @£4 ● The Corpus of Kempe 

Stained Glass in the UK and Ireland 369pp 4b&w illustrations £22 

All prices include postage. Cheques should be made payable to: The 

Kempe Trust and sent to 41 York Avenue, Crosby, Liverpool, L23 

5RN. 
 

ADVANCE DATE FOR YOUR DIARY. THE NEXT SUPPORTERS 

DAY WILL BE 9 SEPTEMBER 2017 AT SOUTHWARK 

CATHEDRAL LONDON (keep checking website) 
 

 

The Trustees of the Kempe Trust 

   Elizabeth Simon                Philip Collins                  Adrian Barlow              

 

          Nick Rowe                   John Shaw               Tom Kemp Evans   
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The cover photograph illustrates the Kempe mark painted on the ceiling of           

Holy Trinity Church, Cuckfield, Sussex 
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